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Abstract 

Self-driving vehicles also need maps - just like us drivers - for route plans, but traditional maps are often inaccurate 

and contain significantly less information than so-called High Definition Maps (HD). HD maps are usually based 

on laser measurements, thus the accuracy of each road element can be around 2 centimeters. Our goal is to properly 

support research in this direction as well, therefore we created an HD map of the selected modules of the ZalaZONE 

proving ground. The selected components are the High-Speed Handling course, Dynamic Platform, ADAS surface 

and Motorway section. These materials are accessible for download including the high-resolution and high-

precision Lidar point cloud which the maps are based on, recorded with the Lecia Pegasus 2 system. We have 

implemented our HD maps in the increasingly widespread OpenDRIVE format in the automotive industry. 
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1 Introduction 

The ZalaZONE proving ground is located in Zalaegerszeg, Hungary. The traditional proving ground features 

focusing on driving and driving stability are implemented together with the research and development 

infrastructure elements for future vehicle validation. The track also allows validation tests for electric vehicles and 

autonomous vehicles as well. [1] The construction work started in 2017 and will be finished in 2022 (Fig 1). 

ZalaZONE enables to carry out control scenarios, test automotive and communication technologies [2]. 

 

Fig 1 Visualization of ZalaZONE Proving ground  

ZalaZONE Proving Ground enables complex test scenarios for both classical and for automated/autonomous 

vehicles. The main elements of the ZalaZONE test track are listed below:  

• Dynamic platform: The dynamic element is a circular surface with a diameter of 300 m, provided with 

multi-layer asphalt pavement. 
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• Handling course: It is a 2 km long test track element where it is possible to examine vehicle behavior, 

vehicle handling, and test different technical settings under different conditions. 

• ADAS surface: Created for EuroNCAP test with a standard junction on middle of the module. 

• Noise-measurement surface 

• Smart-city: Created urban environment, for testing autonomous vehicles in complex urban situations. 

It includes different lane types, junctions, topography, materials, traffic situations.  

• Motorway: Typical Hungarian motorway layout, two plus one stop lane with entry and exit ramps. 

• Rural road: Various country road like layout with different topography.  

 

ZalaZONE in cooperation with University of Budapest decided to create virtual copy of proving ground 

elements. It is a great opportunity for industrial companies and researchers to test developments virtually on 

ZalaZONE. It is also reducing cost of development and helps test preparation. The main steps of the modeling 

process is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig 2 Steps of the creating ZalaZONE models  

2 LiDAR survey 

The first step in creating HD maps is to scan the completed track elements. It is important that the given module 

has all the final elements (e.g. paintings, road signs, guardrails) so we can use scanning as an accurate reference. 

Data collection was performed with a Leica Pegasus 2 mobile mapping tool. The essence of the method is to mount 

the measuring device on the top of a vehicle and travel along the route to be recorded at a relatively slow speed 

(15-30 km / h) depending on the track element and the desired accuracy. During the traversed section, the lidar of 

the measuring device continuously scans the asphalt or any other object it detects, resulting in a point cloud file 2-

3 centimeters accuracy. The final result shown in Fig 3. 

 

Fig. 3 Lidar measured point cloud file of the Dynamic platform in the modeling software 

This point cloud file can be used as a 3D reference for modeling. 
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3 Virtual model creation 

Simulation models are created with MathWorks RoadRunner software. The great advantage of the software - 

compared to its competitors - is that in addition to 2D images, we can also use 3D files as a reference (eg: aerial 

image, elevation data). With this procedure we can make accurate models in the absolute coordinate system (lat, 

long) centimeter. After importing the georeferenced data, need to build the model step by step, starting with 

defining the main geometries. This is followed by the adjustment of the lanes, and the paintings, stencils, street 

signs and guardrails. As a final step, the altitude data are adjusted to the actual test track, so that we can accurately 

match the geometries in both the lateral and longitudinal directions. The resulting model can be exported to 

different file types and transferred to automotive simulation tools (e.g. IPG Carmaker, VTD Vires, dSpace ASM) 

 

Fig. 4 Road model of ZalaZONE ADAS surface in RoadRunner software 

All models introduced above are freely available at the website of BME Automated Drive Lab: 

https://www.automateddrive.bme.hu/downloads  

4 Description of static and dynamic object - ASAM Standards 

In recent years, with the development of the automotive industry, there has been a growing need for a uniform 

description of the road network. The ASAM OpenDRIVE format provides a common base for describing road 

networks using the xodr file extension. The data that is stored in an ASAM OpenDRIVE file describes the 

geometry of roads, lanes and objects, such as roadmarks on the road and signals. The main purpose of ASAM 

OpenDRIVE is to provide a road network description that can be imported into simulations to develop and validate 

ADAS functions. With the ASAM OpenDRIVE, these road network descriptions can be exchanged between 

different simulation toolchains. Providing a standardized format for road descriptions reduce the cost of creating 

and converting files for their development and testing purposes [3]. 

4.1 Relation to other standards 

The ASAM OpenDRIVE description format contains all static objects on the road. To create the complete 

environment, additional description formats for static 3D objects, like trees and buildings, are needed. Road surface 

profiles are included from the ASAM OpenCRG file format. The dynamic content of driving simulations can be 

described with ASAM OpenSCENARIO. The three standards complement each other and cover the static and 

dynamic content of in-the-loop vehicle simulation applications [3]. 

 

Fig. 5 ASAM Standards for road and scenario description [3] 
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5 State-of-the-art simulation tools at ZalaZONE 

Thanks to the OpenDRIVE format, we have the option of importing test track modules into various simulation 

tools, but there are limitations how they can handle OpenDRIVE files. The complexity of roads, geometries and 

the junctions can be influencing factors. In general, software vendors are constantly develop and improve 

OpenDRIVE importing ability.  

In ZalaZONE, currently, three state-of-the-art vehicle simulation toolchains are in daily use. In the next section, 

three short summaries are provided, which are daily used at ZalaZONE [4]. 

5.1 Siemens Prescan 2019 

Prescan is a vehicle dynamic and ADAS development tool. It is mainly used for test and simulate sensors, 

because of the huge variety of sensor models in it’s library. It is also integrated into MATLAB/Simulink. Prescan 

also works well with other simulation tools like IPG Carmaker though so-called Co-simulation [4]. OpenDRIVE 

import is available, but can not modify the roads and segments.  

5.2 IPG Carmaker 9.0 

IPG Carmaker is a simulation tool from IPG Automotive GmbH. Main advantage of this tool is vehicle dynamic 

models. Carmaker is also integrated into Matlab/Simulink, so testers can trigger event or evaluate measurements 

in widely popular Matlab environment [4]. Import available with OpenDRIVE 1.4 and 1.5 version. Complex 

junctions, road superelevation and roads with a lot curves can cause faulty reading.  

5.3 Virtual Test Drive Vires 2021 

One of the most known simulation tool. Vires has ability to perform HiL, SciL, MiL tests. The advantage of 

this toolbox is ability to properly use of OpenDrive, OpenCRG and OpenSCENARIO files. Vires was also one of 

the establishers of OpenX project (OpenDRIVE, OpenCRG, OpenSCENARIO) in the early 2000 years [4]. This 

tool reads OpenDRIVE really well, based on the fact they are among the developers.  

6 Conclusion 

We will continue to build ZalaZONE's virtual models as construction is completed. Based on the feedback, this is 

also useful for our industry and research partners. This process will become more efficient, and with the 

development of OpenDRIVE and related simulation tools, more and more people will be able to use the models. 

Our goal is to create a complete ZalaZONE model that includes all track elements and can be integrated into 

leading automotive software with high level of accuracy. 
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